Tempi Just Released their New "Glow in the Dark" Drumsticks for
Drummers
Tempi has done it again and released a brand-new music product that is changing the
way drummers play the drums!
Tempi has done it again and released a brand-new music product that is changing the way
drummers play the drums!Charlotte, United States - April 15, 2017 /PressCable/ -Tempi has done it again and released a brand-new music product that is changing the way
drummers play the drums! A few months ago, they released their metronome that is now the #1
Best-Selling mechanical metronome on Amazon.com in the USA. Just earlier today, Tempi released
their drum sticks for drummers, but with a huge twist.
The Tempi Drumsticks for Drummers are made of the highest quality, American hickory for its
resilience, responsiveness, durability, and classic feel. They are then coated with a fluorescent
coating that illuminates in dark environments and create a "glow in the dark" effect, being the only
one of its kind to do so! For example, when a drummer is playing on the stage in the dark, the
background lights for the audience reflect off of the drum sticks creating a glow in the dark
appearance. This is the first drum stick of its kind to ever do so!
A few LED drumsticks exist that use batteries and glow in the dark, but none of them are rated more
than 3 stars and break often. Tempi's drum sticks combine results with reliability.
They come with a 100% Satisfaction Guarantee and 1 Year Warranty to ensure that the customer
loves the product. Finally, the drum stick size is 5A (the standard size for drummers).
Since the product launched, many drummers have purchased the drum sticks and there are not
many left. Nevertheless, Tempi is working on maintaining enough inventory to quickly get customers
their new product. It is currently available on Amazon.com and Prime Members can get them with
free 2-Day shipping.
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B06XW772WV
The best part of the Tempi Drum Sticks is that the material is made from hand-picked American
hickory from the USA ensuring great quality and even better drumming sound. Tempi has even
included a free E-Book with each purchase to help each drummer excel even more at their
instrument.
Many drummers choose to get their gear from Tempi and recommend purchasing the Tempi
Metronome for Musicians, High-Fidelity Earplugs and Drum Sticks and makes a great gift for friends
and family.
The size 5A drum sticks are available in neon pink, neon green and neon yellow. Each order is one
pair of drum sticks with the dimensions: length 16?x Width .6?
The drum sticks can be purchased on Amazon.com for $15.95 or on Tempi's website for just
$13.95! https://shop.tempibrand.com
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